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Abstract--It is shown that the variable power singularity of the strain field at the crack tip can be obtained 
by the simple technique of collapsing quadrilateral isoparametric elements into triangular elements around 
the crack tip and adequately shifting the side-nodes adjacent to this crack tip. The collapsed isoparametric 
elements have the desired singularity at crack tip along any ray. The strain expressions for a single element 
have been derived and in addition to the desired power singularity, additional singularities are revealed. 
Numerical examples have shown that triangular elements formed by collapsing one side lead to excellent 
results. 

INTRODUCTION 

Zak and Williams [l] and Cook and Erdogan [2] 
have shown that when a crack is normal to a 
bi-material interface the strain singularity is r’- I with 
1(0 < i < 1) the lowest root of the characteristic 
equation depending on the elastic constants of the 
two materials. The accurate numerical solution of 
problems involving a crack tip singularity r'- ’ re- 
quires an accurate modeling of the singularity. Vari- 
ous methods for generating variable power singular 
elements have been developed [3-71. Recently El Abdi 
and Valentin [8] have shown that isoparametric el- 
ements with a suitable choice of position of the 
side-nodes adjacent to the crack tip can introduce any 
required singularity (,I - 1). The advantages of the 
isoparametric element are that the displacement com- 
patibility is satisfied throughout the region and 
there is no need of special crack tip elements. How- 
ever, the strains of the quadrilateral isoparametric 
elements have the singularity only on two sides 
of the elements. Based on the investigation of El 
Abdi and Valentin, this paper shows that the variable 
power singularity of strain field at the crack tip 
along any ray can be obtained by a simple method 
of collapsing the quadrilateral element into a triangu- 
lar element and adequately shifting the side-nodes 
adjacent to this crack tip. The detailed strain ex- 
pressions of the singular element have been given 
and in addition to desired power singularity r’- ‘, 
additional singularity r2’ _ ’ for the quadratic element 
and singularities rzl- ‘, r”-’ for the cubic element 
are revealed. Numerical examples are given to 
demonstrate the applicability of the collapsed iso- 
parametric elements for perpendicular interface 
crack. 

QUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENT 

Consider a quadratic isoparametric element 

x = i N,x,, y = i N,y, (1) 
,=I i= I 

u = i Niui, 
8 

v = 1 Nivi, (2) 
i= I i=l 

where N, are shape functions and are given by [9]. 
Corner nodes 

N, = --{<I -5)(1 --?)(I +< +r]),etc. 

Mid-side nodes 

N, = -f(l - t*)(l - r,~), etc. (3) 

Without loss of generality consider the collapsed 
triangular element, together with the mapped unit 
element in the transformed plane, shown in Fig. 1. 
We have 

x, = x4 = x* = 0, y’ = y4 = y, = 0. (4) 

Assume 

xs=Cxx*, x,=51x3. (9 

Substituting (3), (4), (5) into (1) and collecting 
terms we get 

x=$2(1-q)+xj(l +~)][a +f< +(;-a)(*]. (6) 
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Fig. 1. Collapsed quadratic isoparametric element and 
mapped unit ekment, 

The least-squares method can be used to determine 
do vafues for various L values by satisfying con- 
di tion 181 

Equation (6) can be written 

From eqns (IQ) and (I 2) 

where 

.m= A fk tan 8, - tan e, )A 

(1 - k) sin e + (k tan e2 - tan 8, )COS 8 

f(@Jk - *) cos 28 + (k tan 8, - tan 8,) sin 20 
2 

(1 -k)sin8 +fk tw+-tane,)c0se 
Al 

f3w = 
-2k(tan 0, - tan 8, )&-I 8 

f(k - l)tan 0 + (tan O1 - k tan O,)]? COP? 8 

2k(tan 8, - tan 8, ) 

‘@) = f(k - I)tan 19 + (tan 0, - k tan 8J2 cos 0 * 

Similarly we have 

Yamada et al. [IO] have given the same relation 
between Cartesian coordinates x, y and the paramet- 
ric one 5, q by intr~u~~~ singularity mapping. From 
(8) and (9) we get 

(tan 8, + k tan 0,) - (k + l)tan 0 

’ = {ik - l&an B + (tan 8, -tan e,) ’ 
(10) 

where 

Substituting eqn (IO) into eqn (8) we get 

t = - 1 + Ar”, (32) 

where 

Next we consider the strain of the collapsed tri- 
angular element. The strains are given by the chain 
rule 

au av hag d~a7j au ag au atj 
r,, ~_+_~__+-_+--+-_ 

ay ax stay dq ay agay asax 

and au/a{, &/as, au/a& &/av, involved are obtain- 
able by di~erc~tiating eqn (2) and using eqn (IO), (I 2) 

with 
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82 = ; (244 - u, - I+ + u* - 24 + 2u,) 

+ $ (324, + 242 - 3u, - u, + 4u, - 4u,) 

+ ; (2u, + 24, + 24 - u, - u* - uj - u, - &J 

4 =~~*(U,-Uq+U,-uq+4uJ-4u7) 

B., = ; K3u, + u2 - ug - 32~4 - us + u,) 

B, = q(u, + uq - 224,) + gl4.g - 11,). (18) 

Similar expressions for C, , C,, C,, C,, C, can be 
obtained by replacing ui with ai. Substituting eqns 
(14) (17) into (16) we have 

L, = (B,f, + B3f3)r2”-’ + (B2fi + B&r”-’ 

+B,f,r-’ 

cy = (Cd + C3h)r2”-’ + (C2f2 + C,f,)r’- ’ 

+C5f4r-’ 

+ (B2.h + Bd + CA + C&r 
1-I 

+(BJi + C&r-‘. 09) 

It can be seen that the strains have r-l, r’-’ and 
r2’-’ singularities along any ray. When the con- 
straints ul = u, = u,, and aI = v, = vg are imposed 
strains have r2*-’ and r*-’ singularities. The term 
r2’- ’ is nonsingularity for 212 - I > 0. 

CUBIC ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENT 

Consider now the cubic, 1Znode isoparametric 
element 

x = f Nix,, y = f N,y, (20) 
i= I ii I 

u = f Niui, v = f Nivi, (21) 
i= I i-l 

where shape functions are given by [9]. Corner nodes 

N’=&(l -5)(1 -r1)[9([*+~)- lO],etc. 

Mid-side nodes 

N,=$(l -35)(1 -c2)(1 -q),etc. (22) 

When one side of the quadrilateral is collapsed the 
triangular element of Fig. 2 is formed. We have 

2 
X7=jX2+ j ‘X 39 Y7 = ;Y2 + fn 

2 x,=4x2+jx,, Y*=fYz+;Y,. (23) 

According to [8] 

x5 = ax2, x6=Bx2, h=ay2y2, y6=/3y2 

Xl0 =aX3, X9=/3X3, ylo=v3, Y,=BY,. (24) 

Substituting eqns (22) (23) (24) into (20) and 
collecting terms yields 

x =f[x2(1 -~)+x,(l -q)l[&(Sa +9B - I) 

+&(27B - 27a - l)[ + ;(l - a - fi)t2 

+$(l + 3a - 3/?){-‘]. (25) 

The least-squares method associated with a simplex 
method [8] can been used to determine a and fl values 
so that 

h(9a + 9B - 1) + &(27fi - 27a - I)( 

++Jl -a -j3)t2+:(1 +3a -3b)(’ 

1 + 5 ( > “i 
=-, 

2 

It can seen that eqn (25) is same as eqn (8). Following 
the procedure outlined before, the strain components 
can be obtained 

L, = (D’fi + D4f3)r3’-’ + (D2fi + D,f,)r’“- 

+ (DJ + D6f3)rA-’ + D,f,r-’ 

ET = (Elf2 + &_W-’ + (E2f2 + EJdr’“-’ 

Y 

+ (E3 f2 + JU)+ ’ + E7hr-’ 

! 
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Fig. 2. Collapsed cubic isoparametric element and mapped 
unit element. 
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y.vy= (DIh+D,_fi+E,f, +E&)r3”-’ 

+ (DLL + DJi + Ed + Esh.)r*” - ’ 

+ U’3fi + &f4 + E3fi + E& ki - ’ 

+ t&f4 + -Wi)r-‘, 

where 

(27) 

D,=$$4*[(1-1])(3us-3Uf,+U*-14,) 

+ (1 + rt)(3u,, - 3a, + u3 - x+)1 

D,=$[(l-~)(4u,-2u,-10uS+8u,) 

+(1 -1)(4u,-2u3+8u,- lOu,,)] 

D 3 =“[(l -9)(3u 32 5 -324 +~_-a ) 6 ’ I 

+u +r1)(3~,,-3~,+~,--~3)1 

-%(l - tl)(u, + u2 -us - ud 

+u + rlNu3 + u4 - u9 - %)I 

Similar expressions for E, hold. 
It can be seen that strains have r-‘, ri-‘, rzi-‘, 

r3’-’ singularities along any ray. When the con- 
straints u, = u, = u,, = u12 and t’, = v, = v,, = v12 are 
imposed the term r -’ is zero. The term r3i- ’ is 
nonsingularity for 3L - 1 > 0. Terms r3i- ’ and rzi - ’ 
are nonsingularity for 21 - 1 > 0. 

Consider a bimaterial strip with a crack normal to 
and terminating at the bimaterial interface as shown 
in Fig. 3. The finite element mesh is shown in Figs 4 
and 5. The total mesh involved 453 nodes and 132 
elements. Because of symmetry, it is noted that only 
the upper half of the strip is analysed. The first 
numerical example is an epoxy-aluminum combi- 
nation: p, = 0.1667 x 10” psi, p2 = 3.846 x 10” psi, 
v, = 0.35, v2 = 0.3, m = p2/p, = 23.08, I = 0.6619 and 
tl = 0.35021 [8]. The crack surfaces are subjected to 
the uniform pressure. The crack surface displacement 
is shown in Fig. 6. Our results agree with the results 
of the singular integral equation [2]. The stress inten- 
sity factor generalized for both the embedded and 
bondline crack tips is defined as 

D, = &A 3[u, - u2 + u3 - u4 - 3(u, - ug + u9 - a,,,)] 

I I I I 
I I H-t-t-t1 I 1 I 1 

Fig. 4. Finite element mesh. 

EXAMPLES 

D, = 5 A 2(2u2 - 4~4, + 4u4 - 2u, + 1 lu, 

- 7u, + 7U, - 1 la,,) 

D, = $ [35(u, - u4) + u2 - u3 - 72(u, - u,,,) 

+ 36(u, - u9) + 27(u, - u, - u,, - u,*) 

+(27q2 - 18~)(u, - u2) + (27~~ + 18~) 

x b3 - u4) + (9tt2 + 29)(a,, - all) 

+(91* - 2rl)(u, - u,*)l 

0, = $J(l - 27r/*)(u, - u.,) - (1 - 39*) 

x (a,, - ~12) + 18rl(u, + ~4 - u,, - u,z)l. 

1 b b- 

b Y 

h=b=Qa 

Fig. 3. Cracked bimaterial strip. 

K = ,/% li_i r’-“o,,(r,O). (29) 

To reduce K from the displacement data the fol- 
lowing equation was used 

K = &$ *u!(r, n)/rl, (30) 
(28) 

where 

P*=P2(1 -2l)(m +k,)+(l +2L)(l +mk,) 
(m + k,)(l + mk,)sin 7ri . 

(31) 

Fig. 5. Mesh in crack location. 
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